Expressed protein ligation for a large dimeric protein.
Expressed protein ligation (EPL) is a protein engineering tool for post-translational ligation of protein or peptide fragments. This technique allows modification of specific parts of proteins, opening possibilities for incorporating probes for biophysical applications such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or fluorescence spectroscopy. The application for oligomeric proteins, however, is restricted by the need to obtain a large excess of active dimer over reactants and intermediates. Here, we explored the suitability of the EPL reaction for large dimeric proteins using the molecular chaperone Hsp90 as a model. We systematically varied the reaction conditions and the preparation protocols for the reactants. Modulation of the ligation site by shortening the flexible segment at the N-terminus of the C-terminal reactant increased the yield sufficiently to isolate the product by chromatography. Under those conditions, 41% of the used C-terminal fragment could be successfully ligated. We discuss possible up-scaling for segmental isotope labelling for NMR applications.